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In the kitchen

Frenemies

• CONT’D FROM A1
appearing as the best of friends on
screen, it has often been rumoured
that off set both women are not
so cordial with one another, yet
they nonetheless display an aura
of friendliness on the red carpet.
In any case, it’s at least somewhat
apparent that although appearing to be friends, in actuality the
friendship developed solely to suit
“mutual interests” that were easily
abandoned when the time called
for it. Fourth-year Political Science student Rachelle Williamson
admitted to having no frenemies:
“People know if I like them or
not.” In Williamson’s case, honesty really is the best policy. But she
doesn’t deny that frenemies aren’t
a fact of reality. “I think [frenemies] exist for some people,”
she said. “Sometimes you need to
pretend to like another to benefit
yourself or other parties that could
potentially be affected.” However,
Williamson makes the point that
“if it isn’t necessary to be a frenemy you might as well stay close to
your friends and away from your
enemies.” Whether frenemies are
merely a misconstrued translation
of the over used cliché “keep your
friends close and your enemies
closer” or, as Williamson emphasized, a veracity of humankind, it
would seem that the concept has
some validity to it, according to
Google search results at least.
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Apple onion shrimp with rice and asparagus
STEPHANIE HAUCK

THE SILHOUETTE

•

1/4 cup butter

•

1 onion, chopped

•

4 tsp fresh garlic

•

1 tbsp olive oil

•

3 tbsp apple sauce

•

1/2 tsp of paprika

•

1/2 tsp of cayenne pepper

•

1/2 tsp salt

•

1/2 tsp pepper

•

2/3 cup asiago cheese

•

Desired amount of asparagus
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Directions:
1. In a large saucepan combine butter, onion, olive oil and garlic over medium heat for about 5-6 minutes or
until onion turns golden brown.
2. Add applesauce, spices, salt, pepper and cheese to mixture simmer for 10 minutes
3. Add shrimp and cook for 20 minutes
4. Serve with Rice and Asparagus

